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The Russel 2000, is officially in a bear market, down -21% and the NASDAQ is almost there, down -17.8%.
Our Put options on Moderna and BioNTech moved quickly in our favour so some profits are a good idea.
Biotech investors are well aware that the odds of any drug, vaccine or medical treatment making it all
the way through clinical trials to market is very low. The National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) has been around for many decades and their expertise is biotech research. I wanted to put some
numbers on this drug success rate. There is a study at NCBI that reveals that clinical success rates in
advancing drugs to market between 2006 and 2015 found that only 9.6% of drugs entering phase I clinical
testing will reach the market. Since the Covid shots did not go through this process, it means that if
so, the odds of having a safe and effective shot is only 1 in 10.
That does not even include the ones that failed in animal trials, not even making phase 1 clinical trials. On
that topic, this mRNA technology (called rDNA then to produce a spike protein) was tried in a vaccine for
Sars-cov-1 and in that case it never got past the animal trial level, but was tried on a few children never the
less. Some quotes from the study -“This effort was hampered by the occurrence in the initial preclinical trial
of an immunopathogenic-type lung disease among ferrets and Cynomolgus monkeys given a whole virus
vaccine adjuvanted with alum and challenged with infectious SARS-CoV.” They also tried it on some
children and many got very sick and 2 died. “The conclusion from that experience was clear; RSV

lung disease was enhanced by the prior vaccination.”
They did not even do animal trials on the current shots.

The reasons drugs/vaccines fail and don' get through the trials.
•
•
•

50% of failures, because of previously unknown toxic side effects;
30% of failures, trials show insufficient efficacy;
15% of failures, commercial viability looks poor.

I believe another main reason these mRNA technology stocks are plummeting is both the CDC and WHO
are changing their commentary/outlook on Covid-19 and the vaccines. I will show some of the CDC flip flop
in another update, but the WHO was quite specific. Repeating booster doses of the original COVID-19
vaccines is not a viable strategy against emerging variants, the World Health Organization (WHO) said
“ a vaccination strategy based on repeated booster doses of the original vaccine composition is unlikely to
be appropriate or sustainable.”
If you really want to understand vaccines, some of the history and how your immune system works
with and without them, this is an excellent read backed by numerous studies provided. You will be
surprised.

Big charts is working today so I can show a comparison chart of Pfizer, Merck, Moderna and BioNTech.
Note Pfizer is up about 20% in the last 6 months. Merck is even but Moderna and BioNTech are down -50%
and more. The market is telling us that something is wrong with these mRNA stocks.

Moderna has hit and dropped below my $150 target. We should sell, take profits on the Put Options
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We are up 70% on the Moderna Put. I would at least sell 50% of your position or if you have both Puts, sell
100% because BioNTech has not met my $125 target so will probably drop further.
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